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2. Instabilities under Strong Fields

two types of instability triggered by color magnetic fields
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3. Floquet Theory

SUMMARY

hydrodynamics is applicable

field particle conversion under strong  gluon fields plays an important role

• decay of background fields  (e.g. preheating in inflation theory)
• Schwinger mechanism

• homogeneous color magnetic field
• SU(2) pure Yang-Mills theory 

remark : other well known instabilities

homogeneous magnetic field

“abelian” configuration “non-abelian” configuration

Nielsen-Olesen instability parametric resonance

We discuss the  stability under the “non-abelian” magnetic field  
in the linear regime.  

EOMs of fluctuation

classical solution is periodic function of time

classical EOM

linear ODE with periodic coefficients (Hill’s equation) 

indep. sol. of ODE with 
T-periodic potential

constant and regular

if          is a matrix solution ,
is also a matrix solution

fundamental matrix solution:

the matrix solution 
becomes as follows 

eigenvalues ofcharacteristic  multipliers       :

the solution is unstable (exponentially diverge) 

the solution is stable 

maximum characteristic 
multipliers vs momentum 

large growth rate around 
the zero momentum region
(similar to Nielsen-Olesen instability) 

 We calculate the instability band of gluon under the classical color 
magnetic fields.

 The momentum dependence of growth rate has also been decided.
 Parametric resonance occurs

 lower momentum modes are very unstable 
(similar to Nielsen-Olesen instability)

 relatively high pT gluons are unstable

 How about more realistic cases?
back reaction, expanding geometry,  
spatial inhomogeneity of background fields (e.g MV model)

 closed descriptions of field + particle system are needed ( 2PI formalism ) 

Abstract Particle production under the time dependent classical gluon fields is considered to be important in thermalization of relativistic heavy ion collisions.
We calculate the time evolution of the statistical function which contains important features of particle distribution under the homogeneous, but time 
dependent color electromagnetic fields in the linear regime. Our results suggest that parametric resonance causes exponential growth of the statistical function 
in both lower and higher momentum regions.

Background fields rapidly decay and explosive particle production occurs
when the system have some instabilities

we assume ・ Weibel instability

・ classical chaos in Yang-Mills theory 

Floquet theory is a strong tool to analyze the stability under periodic 
“potential”   (c.f.  Bloch’s theorem)

high pT (relative to background fields) gluons
can be rapidly created

In the linear regime, the statistical function
(effective particle number) also satisfy Hill’s equation

instability 

rapid particle creation
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